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Introduction: Event Reconstruction in HEP

• The ideal event reconstruction in HEP: 4-vectors of individual final-state particles 
instead of jets formed from calorimeter towers  - “Particle Flow” 
➫ Opens up new possibilities in jet reconstruction, background rejection, …


‣ Requires the connection of information from all sub-detectors - and the separation of 
energy depositions of close-by particles in the calorimeters

‣ Best achieved with highly granular detectors
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• From towers to particles:
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Introduction: The CALICE Collaboration

• Highly granular calorimeters were initially motivated by the requirements imposed by 
the physics program of future high-energy linear e+e- colliders - but the corresponding 
calorimeter technology was not available 


➫ Dedicated R&D program started to address this issue in 2001 - initially as  
DESY PRC R&D 01/02 in the context of TESLA
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• Completion of the formal founding of the CALICE collaboration in 2005 

CALICE today:

• 55 institutes in 19 countries (4 continents)

• ~ 350 members


• not exclusive to linear colliders: Also groups from ALICE and with generic  
calorimetry interest
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CALICE - An Evolving Collaboration

• The current structure of CALICE

• Spokesperson: Frank Simon (MPP Munich)

• Steering Board - one member per country, chair: Imad Laktineh (IPNL Lyon)


• Technical Board - one member per technology, chair: Katja Krüger (DESY)


• Speakers Bureau - also active in analysis coordination, chair: Marina Chadeeva (ITEP)
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Periodic changes in all roles - a recent “rejuvenation” of all positions, 
broad participation of collaboration members 
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Periodic changes in all roles - a recent “rejuvenation” of all positions, 
broad participation of collaboration members 

• CALICE has profited strongly from external reviews, helping to sharpen the project


• Up to 2011 within the framework of the DESY PRC


• In 2012 reviewed by the ECFA R&D panel
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CALICE: Embedded in International Activities

• Closely linked to the Linear Collider Collaboration LCC: Constant exchange of 
information with the ILC detector concepts and with CLICdp, substantial overlap of 
collaborators


• Strong ties to EU-funded detector R&D infrastructure projects


• Former projects 
 
 
 
 

• Currently:

• H2020: AIDA-2020


• strong involvement in several WPs


• user of TA for test beams
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• FP6: EUDET

• FP7: AIDA
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Introduction: Calorimeters for Particle Flow

• The detectors where PFA “happens” - Quite different than calorimeter systems at 
current experiments in terms of granularity: Segmentation finer than the typical 
structures in particle showers 

• ECAL: X0, ρM (length scale & width of shower)

• HCAL: length scale ~ λI, but em subshowers impose requirements not too much 

different than in ECAL

7
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Depends on material: 

• in W: X0 ~ 3 mm, ρM ~ 9 mm

• in Fe: X0 ~ 20 mm, ρM ~ 30 mm

NB: Best separation for narrow showers 
particularly important in ECAL

➫ Use W in ECAL!

When adding active elements:  ~ 0.5 cm3 segmentation in ECAL, ~ 3 - 25 cm3 in HCAL

➫ O 107-8 cells in HCAL, 108 cells in ECAL for typical detector systems!

‣ fully integrated electronics needed


‣ require active elements that support high granularity and large channel counts
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Technology
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Technology: Silicon

• Key features:


• (relatively) high density, low required energy per e-/hole pair: large sampling fraction 
also for thin active layers, large signals


• Easily segmentable, stable against changing environmental parameters
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Used in electromagnetic calorimeters

In physics prototype: 6 x 6 cm wafers,

front-end electronics outside  
of active volume

1 x 1 cm2 cells in physics prototype
5.5 x 5.5 mm2 cells for 
technological prototype

ARTICLE IN PRESS

spread of the noise justifies the use of a single energy threshold
for all cells in the detector for this study.

Calibration constants for each pad were determined using
muon events. The response of each cell was fitted by a convolution
of a Landau distribution with a Gaussian. The most probable value
of the underlying Landau function was taken to define the MIP
value for each cell, and the raw energy for each cell in data was
corrected to units of MIPs. All but 9 pads were functioning and
successfully calibrated. The calibration constants were deter-
mined with an accuracy of 0.5% and had a cell-to-cell dispersion of
5%. Data taken in the various beam-test periods during summer
and autumn 2006 showed well correlated calibration constants,
with a systematic shift less than 1.6% of a MIP.

One feature of the data which has not been accounted for in
the detector simulation is associated with showers which deposit
a sizeable energy in the guard ring surrounding a wafer. This is a
cause of correlated cross-talk, observed as a distinctive square
pattern of low-energy hits in a number of cells around the
periphery of the wafer. The prevalence of this effect increases with
the shower energy crossing the guard ring and therefore its rate is
significantly reduced when considering only electrons impinging
on the centre of the wafers. In the future, the design of the guard
rings will be modified in order to minimise this problem.

After calibration, the ECAL data consist of hits in the cells of the
calorimeter with energies in units of MIPs. Even if all of the hit
pads are recorded and kept at the reconstruction level, a threshold
cut of 0.6 MIPs was imposed on each cell (almost five times the
mean noise level) for this study. Such a cut is highly effective in
removing most of the noise signals: only 0.8% of the cells have
signals higher than 0.2 MIPs in absence of beam. The cut value is
varied in some of the systematic checks described later.

4. Monte Carlo simulation

The test-beam setup is simulated with Mokka [7], a Geant4-
based [8] Monte Carlo program, followed by a digitisation module
simulating the response of the front-end and readout electronics.
The simulation starts 60 m upstream of the ECAL and includes
all known material budget along the path of the beam: !0:28
radiation lengths, mainly in the form of air and scintillators. The
CERN H6 beam-chambers and the collimators were not simulated.
The sub-detectors are simulated with different levels of detail,
depending on their impact on the physics analysis: material
simulation only for the Cherenkov detectors, raw energy deposi-

tions stored for the trigger counters, partial electronics simulation
for the tracking detectors. In the case of the ECAL, the detector
sub-modules and slabs are supposed to be perfectly aligned, both
in x and y directions. The simulation gives the raw energy
depositions in the Si pads and the readout electronics is simulated
assuming that each channel exhibits only Gaussian noise. The
mean values of the noise for each channel follow a Gaussian
distribution over the ECAL, with the mean value of 0.13 and
0.012 MIPs dispersion, as measured. Since 99.9% of the ECAL cells
were functioning, the impact of the non-responding cells is
expected to be small and their signals were not suppressed in the
simulation for this analysis.

The beam divergence was measured using the drift chambers
to be !0:5 mrad. The induced displacement over the 200 mm
length of the ECAL (0.1 mm) is negligible compared to the width of
the sensor and of the inter-wafer gaps. The beam simulation
assumes therefore a parallel beam with Gaussian width reprodu-
cing the observed beam profile, as measured using the distribu-
tion of the shower centroids. To study systematic effects due to
lateral leakage of the showers, samples are also generated with a
beam spread uniformly over the ECAL front-face.

A Gaussian momentum dispersion consistent with the settings
of the beam collimators [6] is applied for each run. The expected
values for this dispersion are given in Table 3.

5. Selection of electron events

Single electron showers are selected using the energy recorded
in the ECAL. This energy, Eraw, is calculated with the three ECAL
modules weighted in proportion to the tungsten thickness

Eraw ¼
Xi¼9

i¼0

Ei þ 2
Xi¼19

i¼10

Ei þ 3
Xi¼29

i¼20

Ei ð1Þ

where Ei is the energy deposit in layer i. The distribution of Eraw is
shown in Fig. 4 for a typical 15 GeV event sample. The electron
peak at around 3900 MIPs is clearly visible; however, the muon
and pion contamination in the beam gives an additional peak at
85 MIPs and the region between the two main peaks is populated
with pions. Electron candidates are selected by requiring

125o ErawðMIPÞ
EbeamðGeVÞ

o375 ð2Þ

with the upper limit ensuring the rejection of multiple events. The
significant pion contamination present in some of the data runs is

Fig. 3. Schematic view of the ECAL (left) and a zoom showing the components and the geometry of a detector slab (right). Only the two central slabs of the prototype were
present for the 2006 beam-tests.

C. Adloff et al. / Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A 608 (2009) 372–383 375
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C. Adloff et al. / Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A 608 (2009) 372–383 375

Also under study: MAPS with very small 
pixels (typically 25 x 25 µm2) “Digital ECAL” 
- first encouraging results
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Technology: Scintillator

• Key features


• highly segmentable when combined with SiPM readout


• large dynamic range 

10

AHCAL physics prototype:

3 x 3 x 0.5 cm3 cells 
first large-scale use of SiPMs:

~ 8000 in prototype, started 
taking data in 2006

Used in electromagnetic and analog hadronic calorimeters

ScECAL prototype:

45 x 5 x 2 mm3 strips 
crossed layers to 
achieve effective 
5 x 5 mm2 granularity
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AHCAL physics prototype:

3 x 3 x 0.5 cm3 cells 
first large-scale use of SiPMs:

~ 8000 in prototype, started 
taking data in 2006

Used in electromagnetic and analog hadronic calorimeters

ScECAL prototype:

45 x 5 x 2 mm3 strips 
crossed layers to 
achieve effective 
5 x 5 mm2 granularity

3 mm thick scintillator for 
technological PT, fiberless coupling, 
fully integrated electronics
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Technology: Gas
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• Key features


• Very high segmentation possible


• Low cost of active elements

Used in digital and semi-digital hadronic calorimeters

J.Repond DHCAL 

3 

DHCAL Construction Fall 2008 – Spring 2011 

Resistive Plate Chamber 
 

  Sprayed 700 glass  sheets 

  Over 200 RPCs assembled 

    →  Implemented gas and  

            HV connections 

Electronic  Readout System 
 

  10,000 ASICs produced (FNAL)  

  350 Front-end boards produced   

  →  glued to pad-boards   

   35 Data Collectors built   

  6 Timing and Trigger Modules built   

Assembly of Cassettes 
 

54 cassettes assembled 

Each with 3 RPCs 

and 9,216 readout channels 

350,208 channel system in first test beam 
 Event displays 10 minutes after closing enclosure 

Extensive testing at every step 

Main active elements:  
Glass RPCs

5 

Assembling procedure 

6mm(active area) + 5mm(steel) =  
11 mm thickness 

Gas 
outlet 

     HV  
connection 

Gas 
inlet 

PCB support (polycarbonate) 
PCB (1.2mm)+ASICs(1.7 mm) 

Mylar layer (50µ) 

Readout ASIC 
(Hardroc2, 1.6mm) 

PCB interconnect 
Readout pads 
(1cm x 1cm) 

Mylar (175µ) 

Glass fiber frame (≈1.2mm) 

Cathode glass (1.1mm) 
+ resistive coating 

Anode glass (0.7mm) 
+ resistive coating 

Ceramic ball spacer (1.2mm) 

Gas gap 

Structure of an active layer of the SDHCAL 

Large GRPC R&D 

#   Negligible dead zone 
    (tiny ceramic spacers) 
#  Efficient gas distribution system 
    (channeling gas inlet and outlet) 
#  Homogenous resistive coating 
   (special paint mixture, silk screen print)   
 

For SD-HCAL: Already equipped (and tested) 
with power-pulsed electronics

• Alternatives being explored: Micromegas, GEMs
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The CALICE Prototypes

• A rich program exploring the full spectrum of imaging calorimeter technologies

12
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The CALICE Prototypes

• A rich program exploring the full spectrum of imaging calorimeter technologies
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physics 
prototype 
tested in beam
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The CALICE Prototypes

• SiW ECAL
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Figure 1: An photograph of the prototype in front of the CALICE AHCAL.

The four edges of each strip were polished to precisely control the strip size and give good sur-104

face reflection. From a randomly chosen sample of twenty strips, the measured mean (±standard105

deviation) of the widths, lengths and thicknesses were 9.85(±0.01)mm, 44.71(±0.04) mm, and106

3.02(±0.02)mm, respectively. A double clad 1 mm diameter Y-11 WLS fiber1, of length 43.6107

± 0.1 mm, was inserted in the hole of each strip. Each strip was enveloped in a 57 µm-thick108

reflector foil, provided by KIMOTO Co., Ltd. This foil has evaporated silver and aluminum109

layers between layers of polyethylene terephthalate, and has a reflection ratio of 95.2% for light110

with a wavelength of 450 nm[11]. Each scintillator strip has a 2.5mm diameter hole on the111

reflector to allow the LED light to come through for Gain monitoring.112

A shade, made of reflector film, was used to prevent scintillation photons impinging directly113

onto the MPPC, without passing through the WLS fiber. The detection of such direct scintilla-114

tion photons can give rise to a strongly position-dependent response. When the shade is used,115

the response to single particles at the end of the strip far from the MPPC is 88.3± 0.4% of that116

directly in front of the MPPC. A photograph a shade attached to the inside of the scintillator117

notch is shown in Fig. 5. Nine MPPCs were soldered onto a polyimide flat cable, as shown in118

Fig. 4, and were then inserted into the strips’ MPPC housings.119

Each pair of absorber and scintillator layers was held in a steel mechanical frame. Each120

frame held four 100mm× 100mm× (3.49±0.01)mm tungsten carbide plates aligned to make a121

200 mm × 200 mm absorber layer in front of the scintillator. The measured density of eight122

absorber plates was 14.25±0.04 g/cm3, and the mass fractions of different elemental compo-123

nents were measured using X-ray diffraction and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy to be124

(tungsten:carbon:cobalt:chrome) = (0.816:0.055:0.125:0.005). The orientation of each layer was125

rotated by 90◦ with respect to that of the previous layer.126

In order to monitor the sensitivity of each MPPC, a LED-based gain monitoring system127

was implemented in the prototype. Each of the eighteen strips in one row was supplied with128

LED light by a clear optical fibre in which notches had been machined at appropriate positions.129

Figure 6 shows a photograph of these fibers, in which light can be seen being emitted by the130

notches. The LED is driven by a dedicated board [12]. The ADC–photo-pixel conversion factor131

of each MPPC was measured during the test beam experiment by using this LED system. This132

conversion factor was used to implement the MPPC saturation correction discussed in the next133

section.134

1provided by KURARAY Co., Ltd.
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J.Repond DHCAL 
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Testing in Beams 
Fermilab MT6  
 

  October 2010 – November 2011 
  1 – 120 GeV 
  Steel absorber (CALICE structure) 

 
CERN PS 
 

  May 2012 
  1 – 10 GeV/c 
  Tungsten absorber  
    (structure provided by CERN) 
 

CERN SPS 
 

   June, November 2012 
   10 – 300 GeV/c 
   Tungsten absorber 

Test Beam Muon events Secondary beam 

Fermilab 9.4 M 14.3 M 

CERN 4.9 M 22.1 M 

TOTAL 14.3 M 36.4 M 

A unique data sample 

RPCs flown to Geneva 
All survived transportation 

The SDHCAL prototype Test beam and data taking Particle identification Energy Reconstruction Summary

SDHCAL Description

Sampling calorimeter
Size : 51 stainless steel plates + 50 active
layers æ 1 ◊ 1 ◊ 1.3m

3

Active layer :
- Gaseous detector : GRPC (Glass Resistive

Plate Chamber) of 1m2

- Gas mixture : 93%TFE ; 5%CO2; 2%SF6
- HV : ≥ 6.9kV in avalanche mode

Readout :
- 96 ◊ 96 pads per layer ∆ more than 460k

channels for the whole prototype
- Semi-digital readout : 3 thresholds on the

induced charge to have a better idea on
the deposited energy

Radiator :
- 50 ◊ 20mm stainless steel ∆ ≥ 6⁄I

Arnaud Steen ( IPNL / Université Lyon 1 ) Results of the SDHCAL technological prototype 14/11/2013 4 / 28

• ScintW ECAL • AHCAL (Fe & W)

• DHCAL (Fe & W) • SDHCAL
+ a few layers of 
Micromegas, dedicated 
experiments to study 
timing, and a few layers 
of technological ECAL 
and HCAL prototypes
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Performance
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• A wealth of information available for different detector technologies

• Resolution

• Linearity

• Calibration

… showing here only a few selected examples
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Electromagnetic Calorimeters: Energy Resolution

• Response of electromagnetic calorimeters to electrons

• NB: Optimised on granularity / shower separation rather than single particle resolution

15

ARTICLE IN PRESS

approximately the 1% level and are consistent with zero non-
linearity. Data and simulation agree within one standard
deviation.

The relative energy resolution, sðEmeasÞ=Emeas, as shown in
Fig. 18, can be parametrised by a quadrature sum of stochastic and
constant terms

sðEmeasÞ
Emeas

¼
16:5370:14ðstatÞ70:4ðsystÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

EðGeVÞ
p $ 1:0770:07ðstatÞ70:1ðsystÞð Þ

 !

%

ð11Þ

where the intrinsic momentum spread of the beam was
subtracted from the ECAL data [6]. The contribution of a
possible 1=E term in the energy resolution is negligible. As in
the case of the offset, the dominant systematic uncertainty is due
to the cut on Tmax (0.3% in the case of the stochastic term). A
systematic shift in the beam energy scale of 150 MeV would lead
to an additional variation of 0.13% in the stochastic term. The
expected resolution from simulation agrees with the measured
resolution of the prototype to within %2% of its value at all
energies, except at 20 GeV where the discrepancy is %3%. The
Monte Carlo resolution can be parametrised by

sðEmeasÞ
Emeas

" #MC

¼
17:0670:13ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

EðGeVÞ
p $ ð0:8270:09Þ

 !
%: ð12Þ

Examples of the systematic studies of the linearity and
resolution parameters are shown in Tables 4–6. The dependence
of the parameters on the minimal accepted distance between the
shower barycentre and the nearest inter-wafer gap is shown in
Table 4. In this study, the energy threshold for considering the hits
is 0.6 MIPs. In addition, the effect of varying this threshold is
presented in Table 5. In order to investigate the potential effects
linked to the beam position, the energy response is also compared

for showers with barycentres located in the right-hand side
(negative x coordinates) and in the upper half of the detector
(upper row of wafers), as summarised in Table 6. The results of all
checks are consistent. Since data were taken in both August and
October 2006, it was also possible to check the response stability
in time and no significant differences between the two data
samples are observed.

7. Conclusion

The response to normally incident electrons of the CALICE Si-W
electromagnetic calorimeter was measured for energies between
6 and 45 GeV, using the data recorded in 2006 at CERN.

The calorimeter response is linear to within approximately 1%.
The energy resolution has a stochastic term of ð16:5370:14
ðstatÞ70:4ðsystÞÞ%=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
EðGeVÞ

p
, whereas the constant term is

ð1:0770:07ðstatÞ70:1ðsystÞÞ%.

 Ebeam (GeV)1/
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m
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CALICE 2006  data
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30.69 / 32
s 16.53 ± 0.14
c 1.07 ± 0.07
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Fig. 18. Relative energy resolution (sðEmeasÞ=Emeas) as a function of 1=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ebeam

p
(solid

squares), and its usual parametrisation as s=
ffiffiffi
E
p
$ c. For clarity, the 35 runs

available were combined into eight different beam energy points for the plot. For
the parametrisation of the energy resolution each run was however treated
individually. The values expected from simulation are shown (open squares). The
dashed line gives the fitted resolution for data (Eq. (11)), and the dotted lines
correspond to its variation when the beam energy scale is shifted by 7300 MeV.

Table 4
Impact of the distance of the shower to the inter-wafer gaps on the ECAL linearity
and resolution.

Shower distance to the gaps (in standard deviations)

3.5 4 4.5 5

w2=ndf
(linearity)

16.8/32 17.6/32 18.9/32 24.2/32

a (MIPs) 93:9711:1 96:3711:2 97:8711:5 99:1711:6
b (MIPs/
GeV)

266:370:5 266:670:5 266:870:5 266:870:5

Stochastic
term of
energy
resolution
(%)

16:770:1 16:670:1 16:470:2 16:370:2

Constant
term of
energy
resolution
(%)

1:070:1 1:070:1 1:170:1 1:270:1

The distance is given in terms of standard deviations to the gap centre, with the
standard deviation defined by the Gaussian parametrisation of the gaps.

Table 5
Impact of the threshold imposed for the hit energy on the ECAL linearity and
resolution.

Ehit threshold (MIPs)

0.5 0.7 0.9

w2=ndf (linearity) 18.0/32 17.8/32 18.0/32

a (MIPs) 93:0711:2 98:9711:1 105:6711:1
b (MIPs/GeV) 266:870:5 266:370:5 265:870:5
Stochastic term of energy resolution (%) 16:670:1 16:570:1 16:670:1
Constant term of energy resolution (%) 1:070:1 1:170:1 1:170:1

Table 6
Response to electrons crossing the right-hand side and the upper part of the ECAL.

Right-hand side Upper part

a (MIPs) 96:1710:9 97:7711
b (MIPs/GeV) 266:670:5 266:870:5
Stochastic term of energy resolution (%) 16:870:1 16:870:2
Constant term of energy resolution (%) 1:170:1 1:170:1

C. Adloff et al. / Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A 608 (2009) 372–383382

NIM A608, 372 (2009)

• Linear within uncertainties


• Energy resolution 16.5%/√E ⊕ 1.1%

SiW ECAL

analysis, and the other one, ScECALGainfit, was created by using a code in the CALICE
software, ScECALGainTempDependProcessor. The latter has the data elements of dcp.e./dT ,
cp.e.(T0 = 20◦C), and the error of those and the number of temperature points measured suc-
cessfully for each channel. Since the mean of dcp.e./dT of all the channels of the prototype from
ScECALGainfit was applied for the temperature correction on cp.e.(T0), cp.e.(T0) should have
been taken from the same database for consistency in CALICE Analysis Note 016-b (CAN-
016b) [1]. Therefore, we reanalyzed whole of events with ScECALGainfit instead of ScECALGain
in this update note.

3 Updated result with ScECALGainfit

Figure 1 left top shows the mean deposited energy as a function of the incident beam momentum
with ScECALGain, with the deviation from the fitted line shown in the bottom panel. These plots
are taken from CAN-016b. Figure 1 right also shows the same plots but with ScECALGainfit.
In particular the deviation from the fit shows the improvement of the linearity with the new
calibration.
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Figure 1: Response linearity with cp.e. of ScECALGain (left) and of ScECALGainfit (right).
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ScW ECAL

• Linear within ~ 1.5 %


• Energy resolution 12.8%/√E ⊕ 1.0%
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(Semi)-Digital Fe-HCAL: Energy Reconstruction

• Digital and Semi-Digital HCAL: RPCs with 1 and 2 bit readout
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• DHCAL energy reconstruction: Calibration based on local hit density to improve 
linearity

14 

   

  

  
Figure 9. Mean response (a, c, e) and resolution (b, d, f) for the uncalibrated pion data (black) and the 
three calibration schemes (full calibration – red; density-weighted calibration – green; hybrid 
calibration – blue). For all calibration schemes, the fit quality is improved both for mean response (a, c, 
e) and resolution (b, d, f) compared to the fits to the uncalibrated data. The resolution fits (b, d, f) are 
up to 25 GeV (solid) and are extrapolated to 60 GeV (dashed). 
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• SDHCAL: Use multiple thresholds as a measure of shower density - improves linearity 
and resolution at high energy
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Figure 18. An 80 GeV pion event display with red color indicating highest threshold fired pads, blue color
indicating the middle threshold, and green one that of the lowest one.

where N is the number of events used for the optimization. Different functions of Nhit were tested300

to parametrize the evolution of a,b and g with Nhit. A polynomial function of second degree was301

found to give the best results for all three of them. In Fig. 21, the parametrizations of a,b and g302

as a function of Nhit are presented.303

It is worth mentioning here that these parametrizations are not unique, and other parametriza-304

tions could be more adequate. It is also very important to recognize that this kind of correction,305

non-linear in energy, should be applied by principle only at the single particle level once the con-306

tribution of each particle and its nature ( hadron, electron, ...) are determined. This has been done307

in this work using topological variables as described above.308

The three coefficients of these polynomial functions are then used to estimate the energy of all309

collected data without using the information of the true energy. The energy distributions obtained in310

this way are then plotted and fitted as before using both the Gaussian and the CB fits, and are shown311

in Figs. 22 and 23. As expected, this method of pion shower energy reconstruction restores linearity312
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Figure 15. (a): Mean reconstructed energy for pion showers and (b): relative deviation of the pion mean
reconstructed energy with respect to the beam energy as a function of the beam energy.The reconstructed
energy is computed using the three thresholds information and the distributions are fitted with a Gaussian.
Blue points represent September 10 parameters data, magenta points – November 10 parameters data, red –
September 19 parameters data and green – November 19 parameters data.
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Fe-AHCAL: Energy Reconstruction

• Linear energy response of 
AHCAL + TCMT: within ± 1.5%


• High granularity allows 
software compensation: Use 
shower density to correct for 
different response to em and 
purely hadronic showers 
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Combined System: PFA Performance

• A key performance criterion: Separation of showers


• NB: Full PFA performance essentially impossible to validate in test beams:  
requires magnetic field, tracking, “jets” with realistic particle distribution


‣ Use CALICE data projected into full detector geometry, apply PFA (PandoraPFA code) 
to separate neutral from charged hadrons - validate MC prediction

19

JINST 6, P07005 (2011)

Excellent 
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Figure 5. Probability of neutral 10GeV hadrons energy recovering within 3 (left) and 2 (right) standard
deviations from its real energy vs. the distance from charged 10GeV (circles and continuous lines) and
30GeV (triangles and dashed lines) hadrons for beam data (black) and for Monte Carlo simulated data, for
both LHEP (red) and QGSP BERT (green) physics lists.

simulated neutral hadrons the standard deviation is calculated in the same manner, but using esti-
mations based on fits to the appropriate distributions.

If the charged hadron is situated in the vicinity of a neutral hadron with similar or higher
energy, the confusion is typically less than in the reversed situation. In figure 6 we use the test
beam data to estimate how the confusion depends on the energy of the neutral hadron. In jets in
a full detector such as ILD, the charged particles will tend to be separated from the neutrals by
the magnetic field. Therefore, in this figure the charged hadron is placed at a distance typical of
its deflection in a 4T magnetic field in the ILD geometry. The RMS90 deviation of the recovered
neutral hadron energy from its measured energy does not depend significantly on the neutral hadron
energy (see left plot in figure 6). The relative confusion is large for small neutral hadron energy.
This results in a smaller probability of neutral hadron energy recovery for small neutral hadron
energy (see right plot in figure 6).

5 Summary

To test the particle flow algorithm, PandoraPFA, we have mapped pairs of CALICE test beam
events, shifted by the definite distances from each other, onto the ILD geometry. Then we modified
the treatment of tracks in the PandoraPFA processor for the case of straight tracks. In this study
we have investigated the hadron energy range typical for a 100GeV jet. For jet fragment energies
from 10GeV to 30GeV we estimated the confusion error for the recovered neutral hadron energy
caused by the overlapping of showers.

We have confronted our result for test beam data with the result of Monte Carlo simulations
for LHEP and QGSP BERT physics lists. The results for the data and MC are in a good agree-

– 9 –
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Understanding Hadronic Showers
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• Using the detailed data on hadronic showers to

• better understand the spatial (4D - space and amplitude) and time structure

• validate GEANT4 simulations, and to help improve physics models

• build reconstruction algorithms specifically adapted to shower structure
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Studying and Simulating Hadronic Showers

• Hadronic showers exhibit a complex structure

21

compact - characterizes regions close to 
inelastic interactions 

sparse - results in MIP-like particles 
connecting regions of higher activity

extended in time: 

• few 10 ns from travel time of 

MeV-scale neutrons

• longer delays up to µs (and more) 

from thermal neutron capture and 
subsequent photon emission
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• Hadronic showers exhibit a complex structure

21

compact - characterizes regions close to 
inelastic interactions 

sparse - results in MIP-like particles 
connecting regions of higher activity

extended in time: 

• few 10 ns from travel time of 

MeV-scale neutrons

• longer delays up to µs (and more) 

from thermal neutron capture and 
subsequent photon emission

• Simulation is crucial to optimise detectors and to analyse data


‣ CALICE data with unprecedented granularity provides a new level of information to 
improve modelling of showers in GEANT4
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Addendum to Paper 016: Longitudinal energy distribution in the

FTFP BERT physics lists of Geant4 version 10.1

N. van der Kolk

October 5, 2015

In version 9.6 of Geant4 the longitudinal energy profile of pions at 10GeV was not predicted
well by the FTFP BERT physics list. This in contrast to its satisfactory prediction of the profile
in version 9.3 of Geant4. Some errors have been identified by the Geant4 developers in version
9.6 which are corrected in the new release. Recently the latest version (version 10.1) of Geant4
became available for production within the CALICE simulation chain. In order to see if the
prediction of the longitudinal energy profile was improved, a sample of 500 k events at 10GeV
have been generated and analysed in the same way as was done for the published analysis.

Figure 1 shows Fig. 24 (b) from the paper with the addition of the profile found in version 10.1
of Geant4. The result from version 10.1 is closer to the data than the result from version 9.6,
however the improvement is not su�cient to describe the data in a satisfactory manner. The fact
that Geant4 physics lists are tuned exclusively on thin target scintillator data, could still be a
cause that for silicon the prediction deviates from the data.
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Figure 1: Longitudinal energy profile for 10GeV pions compared to predictions from the
FTFP BERT physics list in di↵erent versions of Geant4.

The average hit energy per layer predicted in di↵erent versions of Geant4 is also compared to
data. Figure 2 shows a modification of Fig. 21 (c) from the paper; the data is now compared to
only FTFP BERT, but from 3 di↵erent Geant4 versions. Additionally the y-axis is shown with
a log scale, so that small di↵erences between the di↵erent curves can be more easily seen. This
observable is overall best described in version 10.1, but near the shower start the energy per hit
is too high in all studied Geant4 versions. Version 9.6 has a lower mean hit energy than version
10.1, which explains the improvement seen in the longitudinal energy profile.
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a log scale, so that small di↵erences between the di↵erent curves can be more easily seen. This
observable is overall best described in version 10.1, but near the shower start the energy per hit
is too high in all studied Geant4 versions. Version 9.6 has a lower mean hit energy than version
10.1, which explains the improvement seen in the longitudinal energy profile.
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Figure 11: Fit of function (2) (black curves) to longitudinal profiles of showers initiated
by (a,c) pions or (b,d) protons with initial energy 40 GeV and extracted from (a,b) data
or (c,d) simulations with FTFP BERT physics list. The red and blue curves show the
contributions of the ”short” and ”long” components, respectively.
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Addendum to Paper 016: Longitudinal energy distribution in the

FTFP BERT physics lists of Geant4 version 10.1

N. van der Kolk

October 5, 2015

In version 9.6 of Geant4 the longitudinal energy profile of pions at 10GeV was not predicted
well by the FTFP BERT physics list. This in contrast to its satisfactory prediction of the profile
in version 9.3 of Geant4. Some errors have been identified by the Geant4 developers in version
9.6 which are corrected in the new release. Recently the latest version (version 10.1) of Geant4
became available for production within the CALICE simulation chain. In order to see if the
prediction of the longitudinal energy profile was improved, a sample of 500 k events at 10GeV
have been generated and analysed in the same way as was done for the published analysis.

Figure 1 shows Fig. 24 (b) from the paper with the addition of the profile found in version 10.1
of Geant4. The result from version 10.1 is closer to the data than the result from version 9.6,
however the improvement is not su�cient to describe the data in a satisfactory manner. The fact
that Geant4 physics lists are tuned exclusively on thin target scintillator data, could still be a
cause that for silicon the prediction deviates from the data.
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Figure 1: Longitudinal energy profile for 10GeV pions compared to predictions from the
FTFP BERT physics list in di↵erent versions of Geant4.

The average hit energy per layer predicted in di↵erent versions of Geant4 is also compared to
data. Figure 2 shows a modification of Fig. 21 (c) from the paper; the data is now compared to
only FTFP BERT, but from 3 di↵erent Geant4 versions. Additionally the y-axis is shown with
a log scale, so that small di↵erences between the di↵erent curves can be more easily seen. This
observable is overall best described in version 10.1, but near the shower start the energy per hit
is too high in all studied Geant4 versions. Version 9.6 has a lower mean hit energy than version
10.1, which explains the improvement seen in the longitudinal energy profile.
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Figure 11: Fit of function (2) (black curves) to longitudinal profiles of showers initiated
by (a,c) pions or (b,d) protons with initial energy 40 GeV and extracted from (a,b) data
or (c,d) simulations with FTFP BERT physics list. The red and blue curves show the
contributions of the ”short” and ”long” components, respectively.
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Addendum to Paper 016: Longitudinal energy distribution in the

FTFP BERT physics lists of Geant4 version 10.1

N. van der Kolk

October 5, 2015

In version 9.6 of Geant4 the longitudinal energy profile of pions at 10GeV was not predicted
well by the FTFP BERT physics list. This in contrast to its satisfactory prediction of the profile
in version 9.3 of Geant4. Some errors have been identified by the Geant4 developers in version
9.6 which are corrected in the new release. Recently the latest version (version 10.1) of Geant4
became available for production within the CALICE simulation chain. In order to see if the
prediction of the longitudinal energy profile was improved, a sample of 500 k events at 10GeV
have been generated and analysed in the same way as was done for the published analysis.

Figure 1 shows Fig. 24 (b) from the paper with the addition of the profile found in version 10.1
of Geant4. The result from version 10.1 is closer to the data than the result from version 9.6,
however the improvement is not su�cient to describe the data in a satisfactory manner. The fact
that Geant4 physics lists are tuned exclusively on thin target scintillator data, could still be a
cause that for silicon the prediction deviates from the data.
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Figure 1: Longitudinal energy profile for 10GeV pions compared to predictions from the
FTFP BERT physics list in di↵erent versions of Geant4.

The average hit energy per layer predicted in di↵erent versions of Geant4 is also compared to
data. Figure 2 shows a modification of Fig. 21 (c) from the paper; the data is now compared to
only FTFP BERT, but from 3 di↵erent Geant4 versions. Additionally the y-axis is shown with
a log scale, so that small di↵erences between the di↵erent curves can be more easily seen. This
observable is overall best described in version 10.1, but near the shower start the energy per hit
is too high in all studied Geant4 versions. Version 9.6 has a lower mean hit energy than version
10.1, which explains the improvement seen in the longitudinal energy profile.
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Figure 11: Fit of function (2) (black curves) to longitudinal profiles of showers initiated
by (a,c) pions or (b,d) protons with initial energy 40 GeV and extracted from (a,b) data
or (c,d) simulations with FTFP BERT physics list. The red and blue curves show the
contributions of the ”short” and ”long” components, respectively.
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Shower Separation in Extremely Granular HCALs

• Hot off the press: A first study of shower 
separation in the SDHCAL

• Using ArborPFA, a particle flow 

algorithm specifically developed for 
HCALs with very fine granularity
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The CALICE SDHCAL prototype The Arbor Particle Flow Algorithm Algorithm performances Conclusion and roadmap Backup

ArborPFA
The algorithms

8� Pointing trees association

⌅ Association between neutral (daughter) trees and
charged or neutral (parent) trees as a function of
their main axis (3D linear fit over object positions)
and their energies.

D.C.A between axes.

D.C.A between axis and barycentre

Energy criteria (charged parent tree case)

9� Small neutral tree merging

⌅ Small trees (NObj < 20) are merged in the closest
bigger tree (NObj � 20).

NEUTRAL
PARTICLE

CHARGED
PARTICLE

10� Particle Flow Objects creation

⌅ Creation of reconstructed particles :

one track (if charged particle)

one tree

14 / 26

The CALICE SDHCAL prototype The Arbor Particle Flow Algorithm Algorithm performances Conclusion and roadmap Backup
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• efficiency: number of hits from neutral 
particle in PFO / true number of hits from 
neutral particle
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Next Steps

24

• A rich program - concrete examples:


• Further technological developments - towards realistic systems


• Capitalising on increasing granularity and extended electronics capabilities


• Understanding drivers for calorimeter and particle flow performance
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Towards Realistic Systems

• Ongoing activities: Address the “real-world” challenges of collider detectors - 
preparing CALICE technology for construction 

25

• Main themes:


• Integration: Electronics, power consumption, …


• Large areas / numbers - Industrialisation


• Automatic assembly

Primarily motivated by ILC detectors - but also looking beyond those boundaries,  
with CALICE technologies being applied elsewhere
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Example: New SDHCAL Prototypes

• In a full calorimeter system RPCs with a size of up to 1 x 3 m2 are needed

➫ Currently designing 1 x 2 m2 chambers to address gas circulation and 

homogeneity issues

26

Large GRPC developments 

LCWS2015                               
Nov2015.  Whistler BC, Canada M.C Fouz

The largest GRPC of SDHCAL is ~1x3 m2 our next step is to build chambers ~1x2m2

The most important issue is the gas circulation  design to provide a good gas distribution to insure 
a homogeneous behavior (efficiency & multiplicity) over the full chamber 

inlet

outlet

Prototype circulation system New circulation system

Simulation shows the old distribution used 
for the 1x1m2 GRPC is rather less efficient  
for the 2m long chambers  A new distribution has been proposed 

10

Large GRPC developments 
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a homogeneous behavior (efficiency & multiplicity) over the full chamber 
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outlet

Prototype circulation system New circulation system

Simulation shows the old distribution used 
for the 1x1m2 GRPC is rather less efficient  
for the 2m long chambers  A new distribution has been proposed 
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• Also: new electronics, including front-end chips, main PCB and detector interface


• Improved absorber structure - electron beam welding to reduce space overhead, limit 
deformations
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Example: Analog HCAL

• Main challenges for SiPM / Scintillator based calorimeters: 


• Assembly of large number of cells (O 10 M)


• Uniformity and performance of photon sensors


• Integration of electronics

➫ All addressed by work on technological prototype

27

Katja Krüger  | Status and plans of the AHCAL technical prototype  |  3 November 2015  |  Page  8/26

Towards mass production: simplified tile & HBU design

> tile design with SiPMs mounted on 
the side of the tile not suitable for 
mass assembly

> tiles with surface-mount SiPMs fulfil 
HCAL requirements

" signal size
" signal uniformity across tile

> new HBU design for surface-mount 
SiPMs:

" SiPMs mounted directly on PCB    
" individually wrapped tiles 
➔mass assembly with pick-and-  

place machine possible
" further possible improvements 

identified, to be tested
> very positive experience
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➔mass assembly with pick-and-  
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> very positive experience

Direct coupling of scintillators to SiPM

Use SMD-mounted photon sensors
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Towards mass production: simplified tile & HBU design

> tile design with SiPMs mounted on 
the side of the tile not suitable for 
mass assembly

> tiles with surface-mount SiPMs fulfil 
HCAL requirements

" signal size
" signal uniformity across tile

> new HBU design for surface-mount 
SiPMs:

" SiPMs mounted directly on PCB    
" individually wrapped tiles 
➔mass assembly with pick-and-  

place machine possible
" further possible improvements 

identified, to be tested
> very positive experience

Studying automatic  
assembly

Katja Krüger  | Status and plans of the AHCAL technical prototype  |  3 November 2015  |  Page  21/26

New generation of SiPMs 

“old” SiPM: ~500 kHz dark rate
                   ~20% cross talk

new SiPM:
~20 kHz dark rate 
~0.1% cross talk

> recent SiPMs show very 
much improved sample 
uniformity

" operating voltage
" gain

> very recently, SiPMs with 
trenches between pixels 
became available

" slightly reduced geometrical 
fill factor

" dramatically reduced dark 
rate and pixel-to-pixel cross 
talk

" for typical trigger threshold 
of AHCAL (~7 p.e) noise-
free

for comparison: SiPMs in physics prototype
2 MHz dark rate, 30% cross talk

Investigation of  
next-generation SiPMs
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Example: Analog HCAL

• Main challenges for SiPM / Scintillator based calorimeters: 


• Assembly of large number of cells (O 10 M)


• Uniformity and performance of photon sensors


• Integration of electronics

➫ All addressed by work on technological prototype
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Towards mass production: simplified tile & HBU design

> tile design with SiPMs mounted on 
the side of the tile not suitable for 
mass assembly

> tiles with surface-mount SiPMs fulfil 
HCAL requirements

" signal size
" signal uniformity across tile

> new HBU design for surface-mount 
SiPMs:

" SiPMs mounted directly on PCB    
" individually wrapped tiles 
➔mass assembly with pick-and-  

place machine possible
" further possible improvements 

identified, to be tested
> very positive experience
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Use SMD-mounted photon sensors
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> tile design with SiPMs mounted on 
the side of the tile not suitable for 
mass assembly

> tiles with surface-mount SiPMs fulfil 
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" signal size
" signal uniformity across tile

> new HBU design for surface-mount 
SiPMs:

" SiPMs mounted directly on PCB    
" individually wrapped tiles 
➔mass assembly with pick-and-  

place machine possible
" further possible improvements 

identified, to be tested
> very positive experience

Studying automatic  
assembly
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New generation of SiPMs 

“old” SiPM: ~500 kHz dark rate
                   ~20% cross talk

new SiPM:
~20 kHz dark rate 
~0.1% cross talk

> recent SiPMs show very 
much improved sample 
uniformity

" operating voltage
" gain

> very recently, SiPMs with 
trenches between pixels 
became available

" slightly reduced geometrical 
fill factor

" dramatically reduced dark 
rate and pixel-to-pixel cross 
talk

" for typical trigger threshold 
of AHCAL (~7 p.e) noise-
free

for comparison: SiPMs in physics prototype
2 MHz dark rate, 30% cross talk

Investigation of  
next-generation SiPMs
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Data samples: pions in steel

• shower shapes
• hit times and their correlations
• can hit time information help in 

particle flow reconstruction?
• negative pions: energy scan 

10, 30, 50, 70, 90 GeV
– at first without absorber: only 

~50% hadrons, 600k events 
with trigger scintillator per 
energy

– second scan with absorber: 
300k events per energy

• high statistics run at 50 GeV: 
> 1000k events

• First units in the SPS test beam earlier 
this year


• Demonstrating integration


• Study different technological 
options


• Data for timing studies in Fe and W
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Example: SiW ECAL

• New prototype, addressing issues such as


• power pulsing & latest electronics


• compactness


• daisy-chain capability to build long slabs

28
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FEB11

• One board / four wafers, 16 ASICS
• Long slab tested on 4 FEB

daisy-chained
• Fixed the problem on afterpulsing
• Fully compatible with power-pulsing

FEB11 features

Gluing machine
used for FEB11

Glued FEB11
on cosmic test

Taikan Suehara, LCWS 2015 in Whistler, 3 Nov. 2015  page 9

tower + slab in full structure (2016)
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FEB11

• One board / four wafers, 16 ASICS
• Long slab tested on 4 FEB

daisy-chained
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• Fully compatible with power-pulsing

FEB11 features

Gluing machine
used for FEB11
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on cosmic test
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tower + slab in full structure (2016)

• Large overlap with CMS HGCAL activities


➫ Accelerated development in some areas, 
also a change of focus

HGCAL General Layout

HGCAL Back Hadron Calorimeter 
(Brass+Scintillators)

H
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C
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C
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7 Oct 2015 Revue Synthétique du Projet HGCAL Méca 3
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Capitalising on increased Granularity

• The (semi-) digital HCALs provide an 
order of magnitude higher granularity 
than the analog HCAL

29
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Figure 6: Track length in hadronic showers for simulation and for data at 10, 40 and 70 GeV. The
digitizer used in the simulation was tuned using hadrons data as explained in the text
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Figure 7: Left : Mean number of reconstructed tracks in hadronic showers as a function of the
beam energy (a) and the ratio between simulation and data (b). Right : Mean track length as
a function of the beam energy (a) and the ratio between simulation and data (b). Black crosses
correspond to data. Red squares correspond to FT FP_BERT _HP physics list, blue triangles to
the QGSP_BERT _HP one and green triangles to LHEP. The digitizer used in the simulation was
tuned using hadrons data as explained in the text.

6. Use of Hough Transform tracks for PFA and calibration purposes

The tracks one can extract from hadronic showers play an important role to check the active layer
behaviour in situ by studying the efficiency and multiplicity of the detector. For this the selected
Hough Transform segments that exhibit a good c2 behaviour are used. To study one layer, only
clusters belonging to the other layers are kept and a new fit of the segment parameters in both (z,x)
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Figure 10: 50 GeV hadronic shower illustrating that connection between clusters could be done
with the reconstructed tracks.

Another advantage one may have in extracting the segments is to use them for a better energy
reconstruction. In the SDHCAL energy reconstruction method, each of the thresholds has a differ-
ent weight [1]. Tracks of low energy that stop inside the calorimeter may have hits of second or
third threshold. This may biais the energy estimation. Therefore giving the same weight for all the
hits belonging to these tracks should improve on the energy reconstruction.

7. Conclusion

The Hough Transform is a simple and powerful method for finding tracks within a noisy environ-
ment. The technique to use this method to extract tracks in hadronic showers was applied to events
produced by the exposure of the SDHCAL to hadron beams. The parameters of this technique have
been detailed and allowed to have an efficient extraction. This method was also applied to simu-
lated hadronic showers. Comparison with data allows to discriminate the different hadronic shower
models used in the simulation. The advantages of using Hough Transform tracks to calibrate the
hadronic calorimeter in situ are presented. In addition these tracks can be a useful tool in the PFA
techniques. The extension of this technique to hadronic showers in the presence of magnetic field
is being worked out. For high energy tracks whose trajectory is weakly affected by the magnetic
field the same method could be used. For those of low energy, their trajectory is well characterized.
The projection of these trajectories to the plane perpendicular to the magnetic field is a circle-like.
Hough Transform method can be then used to find those circles in an appropriate way.

References

[1] The CALICE Collaboration, First results of the CALICE SDHCAL technological prototype, CALICE
Analysis Note CAN-037, 30th November 2012
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50 GeV pion

SDHCAL

• A key step coming soon: 
Realistic simulation of RPC-based calorimeters -  
covering the response to all particle types

➫ key for detector understanding and global evaluation of calorimeter technologies
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Extending the CALICE Shower Physics Program

• Next generation of SiW ECAL: increase of granularity by a factor of 4


• Pushing the limits of granularity: MAPS ECAL -  
activities also in the framework of ALICE FOCAL: 
30 x 30 µm2 pixels 

30

The FoCal Prototype
•  activity at Utrecht/Nikhef:

–  full prototype, CMOS (MIMOSA)
–  39Mpixels, 30µm pitch

•  performed systematic tests:
–  test beam data from 2 to 250 

GeV (DESY, PS, SPS)
–  cosmic muons

2

➫ Will provide an even clearer look at shower structure, 
including fine details of electromagnetic showers
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Extending the CALICE Shower Physics Program

• Next generation of SiW ECAL: increase of granularity by a factor of 4


• Pushing the limits of granularity: MAPS ECAL -  
activities also in the framework of ALICE FOCAL: 
30 x 30 µm2 pixels 

30

The FoCal Prototype
•  activity at Utrecht/Nikhef:

–  full prototype, CMOS (MIMOSA)
–  39Mpixels, 30µm pitch

•  performed systematic tests:
–  test beam data from 2 to 250 

GeV (DESY, PS, SPS)
–  cosmic muons

2

➫ Will provide an even clearer look at shower structure, 
including fine details of electromagnetic showers

• Next generation AHCAL electronics provides channel-by-channel time stamping on 
the few ns level in test beam operations: A full 5D calorimeter - to extend the analysis 
of the time structure of showers
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Understanding Drivers for Calorimeter Performance

• CALICE has tested (and is testing) different HCAL technologies - they differ in active 
elements, granularity, precise absorber structure,…


➫ Requires careful analysis to understand the deciding performance drivers

31

Now that data from all technologies is 
available, these studies can begin in earnest
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• A first step: Analyze AHCAL data with digital, 
semi-digital and analog reconstruction 
(NB: Granularity 3 x 3 cm2, not optimal for 
digital calorimeters!)


• In progress: Use validated simulations of 
different technologies to factor out influence of 
granularity, active elements, energy 
reconstruction technique …
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Summary & Outlook
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CALICE Technology beyond the LC World: Examples

• CALICE has been (and continues to be) a major driver of technological developments 
in the field of calorimetry - leading to applications beyond linear colliders both in- and 
outside of HEP

33
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• Large, highly granular Silicon/Tungsten calorimeter systems:


• CMS HGCAL Phase 2 upgrade


• ATLAS HGTD (still under study)
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• Silicon Photomultipliers - First used in large quantities in the CALICE AHCAL, today 
“everywhere”: Accelerator experiments (CMS, T2K, Belle-II, …), astroparticle physics, 
medical imaging…

• Large, highly granular Silicon/Tungsten calorimeter systems:


• CMS HGCAL Phase 2 upgrade
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medical imaging…

• Large, highly granular Silicon/Tungsten calorimeter systems:


• CMS HGCAL Phase 2 upgrade


• ATLAS HGTD (still under study)

• Complete systems developed in CALICE directly used elsewhere:


• Large area Glass RPCs to monitor volcanoes through muon tomography


• Scintillator tiles with SiPM readout for precise shower timing used to monitor 
backgrounds in the commissioning of SuperKEKB
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• Silicon Photomultipliers - First used in large quantities in the CALICE AHCAL, today 
“everywhere”: Accelerator experiments (CMS, T2K, Belle-II, …), astroparticle physics, 
medical imaging…

• Large, highly granular Silicon/Tungsten calorimeter systems:


• CMS HGCAL Phase 2 upgrade


• ATLAS HGTD (still under study)

• Complete systems developed in CALICE directly used elsewhere:


• Large area Glass RPCs to monitor volcanoes through muon tomography


• Scintillator tiles with SiPM readout for precise shower timing used to monitor 
backgrounds in the commissioning of SuperKEKB

… and many more!
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Summary

• Highly granular calorimeter systems are the future in HEP detectors

• Part of LHC Phase-II upgrades, core elements of ILC and CLIC detectors, and 

promising options for other future machines


• CALICE is developing different technologies to address all aspects of such detectors: 
Silicon / Tungsten ECAL, Scintillator with SiPM readout for ECALs and HCALs, (semi-) 
digital gaseous HCALs

• Technological prototypes are in construction to demonstrate the technical feasibility in 

a collider detector environment


• Physics prototypes of all technologies have demonstrated the viability of the detector 
concepts


• The data provides information on hadronic showers with unprecedented detail

• The comparison to GEANT4 simulations helps to improve the shower models


• Modern physics lists already provide a good overall description of the showers, 
including detailed spatial observables
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Outlook

• Over the coming years CALICE will address key challenges:


• Advanced detector technologies for calorimetry applications 


• Integration issues - low-power electronics, scalable DAQ solutions 

• Industrialisation - Solving mass production and quality assurance


• Calibration & monitoring strategies


• Simulation - Readout technologies & shower physics

• Reconstruction & Algorithms - Advanced energy reconstruction, understanding the 

influence of active medium, granularity, readout scheme… 
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Over the past 15 years, CALICE has built the foundations for highly granular 
calorimeters in HEP.

The continued analysis of existing and new data, and further technical, simulation 
and algorithmic developments will enable a comprehensive understanding of 
imaging calorimeters - and there is plenty of room for new ideas!


